MIND GAMES CAMP

MAKE CONNECTIONS AND STRENGTHEN YOUR FAITH
doubters welcome!

The Probe Ministries’ Student Mind Games Conference is a time-tested experience that changes minds and hearts forever! Probe teachers delight in reassuring students that asking questions and expressing doubt is not only important for spiritual health, it is one way we can love God with our minds!

This 5½-day conference is a total immersion faith-bolstering experience tailored to high school and college students. We begin by laying a biblical worldview foundation to equip students to recognize truth and error in culture and the classroom. We test-drive this skill by identifying various competing explanations of life offered by college professors, media figures and entertainment producers.

Students then build confidence in their faith through classical and cultural apologetics. We carefully examine the evidence behind the claims that Jesus is God and the Bible is trustworthy. Then we explore a biblical view of science, sexuality, human nature, art, evil and suffering, and world religions.

3 out of 4 TEENAGERS "GRADUATE FROM GOD" WHEN THEY LEAVE HIGH SCHOOL.
THE BEST PREVENTION IS HAVING a safe place to question anything
Probe staff members engage in recreation time and informal conversations with students. Morning devotionals and prayer time are optional. Teachers use video clips, role play, Q&A, and other teaching techniques, not just lectures.

Questions and doubts are met with respect and engagement; if we don’t know the answer, we’ll find it out!

Free time is built into the schedule!

Instructors engage in lively conversations throughout the week, eating all meals with students. Participants will develop skills in critical thinking and worldview analysis through discussion groups and by dissecting articles representing unbiblical worldviews.

Instruction and discussion about how to watch a movie is provided. It’s not just entertainment, worldview and value issues are embedded in every film. Students won’t ever watch a movie the same way again!

Instructors engage in lively conversations throughout the week, eating all meals with students. Participants will develop skills in critical thinking and worldview analysis through discussion groups and by dissecting articles representing unbiblical worldviews.

Instruction and discussion about how to watch a movie is provided. It’s not just entertainment, worldview and value issues are embedded in every film. Students won’t ever watch a movie the same way again!

Mind Games is geared for 17 to 21 year olds.

COST
$495.00 for lodging, meals, materials and instruction.

LOCATION
Camp Copass is in Denton, Texas, a 45-minute drive northwest of Dallas.

ACTIVITIES
Swimming
Basketball
Frisbee Golf
Miniature Golf
High Ropes Course
Ping Pong
Volleyball
This total immersion conference truly changes lives! Participants come away from the experience with new confidence in God and His Word. Our goal is to see young men and women transformed—just in time—into confident ambassadors for Christ, not easily taken captive by the empty deception of the world (Col 2:8), but prepared to give an answer for the hope they have in Christ (1 Pet 3:15-18).

QUESTIONS?
Contact Sue Bohlin
972-977-8301
sue@probe.org

rsvp
probe.org/mindgames
INCLUDING:

- Campus Christianity
- Answering the Big Questions of Life
- Human Nature
- Choosing What's Right
- Why Evolution Won't Work
- Do I Have to Choose Between Science and the Bible?
- The Value of Suffering
- Grace and Truth About LGBT
- Is Jesus God?
- Climate Change and Our Christian Responsibility
- Differences Between Guys and Girls
- If God Is Good, Why Is There So Much Evil?
- Go to the Movies... But Don’t Turn Off Your Brain!
- Islam
- Is Jesus the Only Savior?